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Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Moral Issues
Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Educational Issues, Expanded
TAKING SIDES: ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES, 13/e EXPANDED presents current controversial issues in a debate-style format
designed to stimulate student interest and develop critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with an issue
summary, an issue introduction, and a postscript. An instructor’s manual with testing material is available for each volume.
USING TAKING SIDES IN THE CLASSROOM is also an excellent instructor resource with practical suggestions on
incorporating this effective approach in the classroom. Each TAKING SIDES reader features an annotated listing of selected
World Wide Web sites and is supported by a book website. Visit www.mhcls.com.

Taking Sides
[This] debate-style reader [is] designed to introduce students to controversies in American foreign policy. The readings,
which represent the arguments of world leaders, leading political scientists, and political commentators, reflect a variety of
viewpoints and have been selected for their liveliness and substance and because of their value in a debate
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framework.--Back cover.

Taking Sides
The Taking Sides Collection on McGraw-Hill CreateTM includes current controversial issues in a debate-style format
designed to stimulate student interest and develop critical thinking skills. This Collection contains a multitude of current and
classic issues to enhance and customize your course. You can browse the entire Taking Sides Collection on Create, or you
can search by topic, author, or keywords. Each Taking Sides issues is thoughtfully framed with Learning Outcomes, an Issue
Summary, an Introduction, and an Exploring the Issue section featuring Critical Thinking and Reflection, Is There Common
Ground?, and Additional Resources and Internet References. Go to McGraw-Hill CreateTM at www.mcgrawhillcreate.com,
click on the "Collections" tab, and select The Taking Sides Collection to browse the entire Collection. Select individual
Taking Sides issues to enhance your course, or access and select the entire Koonce: Taking Sides: Clashing Views on
Educational Issues, 18/e Expanded ExpressBook for an easy, pre-built teaching resource by clicking here. An online
Instructor's Resource Guide with testing material is available for each Taking Sides volume. Using Taking Sides in the
Classroom is also an excellent instructor resource. Visit the Create Central Online Learning Center at
www.mhhe.com/createcentral for more details.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views in Special Education
36 essays, arranged in pro and con pairs, that address 18 controversial issues in morality and moral philosophy.

Taking Sides
Taking Sides: Clashing Views in Public Administration and Policy
A debate-style reader provides an introduction to a series of controversial African issues, followed by arguments presenting
opposing viewpoints on the topic.

Taking Sides
This debate-style reader is designed to introduce students to controversies in justice and law through readings that reflect a
variety of viewpoints. Each issue is framed with an issue summary, an issue introduction, and a postscript. The Taking Sides
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readers feature annotated listings of selected World Wide Web sites. Taking Sides is supported by our student website,
Dushkin Online (www.dushkin.com/online/).

Taking Sides
This ninth edition of Taking Sides is designed to introduce students to controversies in human sexuality. The readings,
which represent the arguments of leading social commentators, educators, and sexologists, reflect a variety of viewpoints
and are staged as "pro" and "con" debates. Issues debated include biology, behavior and human sexuality, issues in
reproduction and health, and legal and social issues.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Psychological Issues
Presents opposing viewpoints on seventeen controversial issues in American history, covering a period that ranges from
1945 to 2000.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views in Race and Ethnicity
TAKING SIDES volumes present current issues in a debate-style format designed to stimulate student interest and develop
critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with an issue summary, an issue introduction, and a postscript or
challenge questions. The pro and con essays—selected for their liveliness and substance—represent the arguments of
leading scholars and commentators in their fields. TAKING SIDES readers feature annotated listings of selected World Wide
Web sites. An online Instructor’s Resource Guide with testing material is available for each volume. USING TAKING SIDES IN
THE CLASSROOM (available in print and online) is also an excellent instructor resource that offers practical suggestions for
fostering critical thinking. Visit www.mhcls.com for a complete listing of TAKING SIDES titles and to view the book websites.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Political Issues
Taking Sides volumes present current controversial issues in a debate-style format designed to stimulate student interest
and develop critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with an issue summary, an issue introduction, and a
postscript or challenge questions. Taking Sides readers feature an annotated listing of selected World Wide Web sites. An
online Instructor’s Resource Guide with testing material is available for each volume. Using Taking Sides in the Classroom is
also an excellent instructor resource. Visit www.mhhe.com/takingsides for more details.
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Taking Sides
Taking Sides volumes present current controversial issues in a debate-style format designed to stimulate student interest
and develop critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with Learning Outcomes, an Issue Summary, an
Introduction, and an Exploring the Issue section featuring Critical Thinking and Reflection, Is There Common Ground?, and
Additional Resources. Taking Sides readers also offer a Topic Guide and an annotated listing of Internet References for
further consideration of the issues. An online Instructor’s Resource Guide with testing material is available for each volume.
Using Taking Sides in the Classroom is also an excellent instructor resource. Visit www.mhhe.com/takingsides for more
details.

Taking Sides
Debates the ethical issues surrounding such medical decisions as assisted suicide, late-term abortion, stem cell research,
animal experimentation, and organ donations.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views in State and Local Government
Taking Sides volumes present current controversial issues in a debate-style format designed to stimulate student interest
and develop critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with an issue summary, an issue introduction, and a
postscript or challenge questions. Taking Sides readers feature an annotated listing of selected World Wide Web sites. An
online Instructor’s Resource Guide with testing material is available for each volume. Using Taking Sides in the Classroom is
also an excellent instructor resource.

Taking Sides
Taking Sides
Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Environmental Issues, Expanded
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Taking Sides: Clashing Views in Life-Span Development
This debate-style reader is designed to introduce students to controversies in global issues through readings that reflect a
variety of viewpoints. Each issue is framed with an issue summary, an issue introduction, and a postscript. The Taking Sides
readers feature annotated listings of selected World Wide Web sites. Taking Sides is supported by our student website at
www.dushkin.com/online/.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Global Issues, Expanded
Taking Sides volumes present current controversial issues in a debate-style format designed to stimulate student interest
and develop critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with Learning Outcomes, an Issue Summary, an
Introduction, and an Exploring the Issue section featuring Critical Thinking and Reflection, Is There Common Ground?, and
Additional Resources. Taking Sides readers also offer a Topic Guide and an annotated listing of Internet References for
further consideration of the issues. An online Instructor’s Resource Guide with testing material is available for each volume.
Using Taking Sides in the Classroom is also an excellent instructor resource. Visit www.mhhe.com/takingsides for more
details.

Taking Sides
Presents a collection of articles that debate such issues as the news media, immigration, same-sex marriages, welfare
reform, white-collar crime, and affirmitive action.

Taking Sides
A debate-style reader provides an introduction to a series on controversial issues in gender studies, followed by arguments
presenting opposing viewpoints on the topic.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views in Gender
The Taking Sides Collection on McGraw-Hill CreateTM includes current controversial issues in a debate-style format
designed to stimulate student interest and develop critical thinking skills. This Collection contains a multitude of current and
classic issues to enhance and customize your course. You can browse the entire Taking Sides Collection on Create, or you
can search by topic, author, or keywords. Each Taking Sides issues is thoughtfully framed with Learning Outcomes, an Issue
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Summary, an Introduction, and an Exploring the Issue section featuring Critical Thinking and Reflection, Is There Common
Ground?, and Additional Resources and Internet References. Go to McGraw-Hill CreateTM at www.mcgrawhillcreate.com,
click on the "Collections" tab, and select The Taking Sides Collection to browse the entire Collection. Select individual
Taking Sides issues to enhance your course, or access and select the entire Miller: Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Political
Issues, 19/e Expanded ExpressBook for an easy, pre-built teaching resource by clicking here. An online Instructor's
Resource Guide with testing material is available for each Taking Sides volume. Using Taking Sides in the Classroom is also
an excellent instructor resource. Visit the Create Central Online Learning Center at www.mhhe.com/createcentral for more
details.

Taking Sides
Presents a collection of twenty-one controversial debates on political issues covering topics such as political campaigns,
liberal bias, filibusters, capital punishment, gun control laws, racial profiling, tax cuts, gay marriages, and more.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views in United States History, Volume 1: The Colonial Period to
Reconstruction
Presents a variety of debates on legal issues dealing with the individual, the community, and the state.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Political Issues, Expanded
Taking Sides
The Taking Sides Collection on McGraw-Hill Create® includes current controversial issues in a debate-style forma designed
to stimulate student interest and develop critical thinking skills. This Collection contains a multitude of current and classic
issues to enhance and customize your course. You can browse the entire Taking Sides Collection on Create or you can
search by topic, author, or keywords. Each Taking Sides issue is thoughtfully framed with Learning Outcomes, an Issue
Summary, an Introduction, and an "Exploring the Issue" section featuring Critical Thinking and Reflection, Is There Common
Ground?, Additional Resources, and Internet References. Go to the Taking Sides Collection on McGraw-Hill Create® at
www.mcgrawhillcreate.com/takingsides and click on "Explore this Collection" to browse the entire Collection. Select
individual Taking Sides issues to enhance your course, or access and select the entire Gantt, Taking Sides: Clashing Views
on Psychological Issues, 20/e book here
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http://create.mheducation.com/createonline/index.html#qlink=search%2Ftext%3Disbn:1259910741 for an easy, pre-built
teaching resource. Visit http://create.mheducation.com for more information on other McGraw-Hill titles and special
collections.

Taking Sides
A debate-style reader provides an introduction to controversial issues in crime and criminology, followed by arguments
presenting opposing viewpoints on the topic.

Taking Sides
[This] is a debate-style reader designed to introduce students to controversies in environmental policy and science. The
readings, which represent the arguments of leading environmentalists, scientists, and policymakers, reflect a variety of
viewpoints and have been selected for their liveliness and substance and because of their value in a debate framework. For
each issue, the editors provide a concise introduction and postscript summary. The introduction sets the stage for the
debate as it is argued in the "yes" and "no" readings. The postscript briefly reviews the opposing opinions and suggests
additional readings on the controversial issue under discussion. -Back cover.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views in Crime and Criminology
This Fourth Edition of TAKING SIDES: SPECIAL EDUCATION presents current controversial issues in a debate-style format
designed to stimulate student interest and develop critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with an issue
summary, an issue introduction, and a postscript. An online instructor’s manual with testing material is available for each
volume. USING TAKING SIDES IN THE CLASSROOM is also an excellent instructor resource with practical suggestions on
incorporating this effective approach in the classroom. Each TAKING SIDES reader features an annotated listing of selected
World Wide Web sites and is supported by our student website, www.mhcls.com/online.

Taking Sides
TAKING SIDES: CLASHING VIEWS IN WORLD POLITICS presents current controversial issues in a debate-style format
designed to stimulate student interest and develop critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with an issue
summary, an issue introduction, and a postscript. An instructor’s manual with testing material is available for each volume.
USING TAKING SIDES IN THE CLASSROOM is also an excellent instructor resource with practical suggestions on
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incorporating this effective approach in the classroom. Each TAKING SIDES reader features an annotated listing of selected
World Wide Web sites and is supported by our student website, www.dushkin.com/online.

Taking Sides
This debate-style reader is designed to introduce students to controversies in gender studies. The readings, which represent
the arguments of leading psychologists and other social commentators, reflect a variety of viewpoints and have been
selected for their liveliness and substance and because of their value in a debate framework. Students will be exposed to a
rich, exciting, and emotionally and politically charged body of theory, research, and practice. TAKING SIDES: GENDER,
containing 20 issues organized into six parts, presents hotly debated issues in contemporary scholarly and public discourse.
Students will actively develop critical thinking skills by analyzing opposing viewpoints and reach considered judgments. The
issues will challenge students to consider what is sex, what is gender, and when is either relevant, and why. They will
discover that what might appear to be binary, biologically based distinction is so much more. An Instructor’s Resource
Guide (available online only) accompanies the book. For each issue, the following have been provided: a synopsis of each
author’s position on the issue, teaching suggestions, and multiple-choice and essay questions. The teaching hints consist of
suggestions for generating class discussion around the themes raised by the clashing essays.

Taking Sides
This debate style reader is designed to introduce students to controversies in drug use and misuse in contemporary society.
The readings, which represent the arguments of leading social scientists, health care professionals, and social
commentators, reflect a variety of viewpoints, and are formatted into a "pro" and "con" framework.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Political Issues, Expanded
TAKING SIDES volumes present current controversial issues in a debate-style format designed to stimulate student interest
and develop critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with an issue summary, an issue introduction, and a
postscript or challenge questions. TAKING SIDES readers feature an annotated listing of selected World Wide Web sites. An
online INSTRUCTOR'S RESOURCE GUIDE with testing material is available for each volume. USING TAKING SIDES IN THE
CLASSROOM is also an excellent instructor resource. Visit www.mhhe.com/takingsides for more details.

Taking Sides
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Taking Sides, 7th Ed
TAKING SIDES: CLASHING VIEWS IN RACE AND ETHNICITY, 6/e presents current controversial issues in a debate-style format
designed to stimulate student interest and develop critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with an issue
summary, an issue introduction, and a postscript. An instructor’s manual with testing material is available for each volume.
USING TAKING SIDES IN THE CLASSROOM is also an excellent instructor resource with practical suggestions on
incorporating this effective approach in the classroom. Each TAKING SIDES reader features an annotated listing of selected
World Wide Web sites and is supported by our student website, www.mhcls.com/online.

Taking Sides
Taking Sides volumes present current controversial issues in a debate-style format designed to stimulate student interest
and develop critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with Learning Outcomes, an Issue Summary, an
Introduction, and an Exploring the Issue section featuring Critical Thinking and Reflection, Is There Common Ground?, and
Additional Resources. Taking Sides readers also offer a Topic Guide and an annotated listing of Internet References for
further consideration of the issues. An online Instructor’s Resource Guide with testing material is available for each volume.
Using Taking Sides in the Classroom is also an excellent instructor resource. Visit www.mhhe.com/takingsides for more
details.

Taking Sides
Taking Sides volumes present current controversial issues in a debate-style format designed to stimulate student interest
and develop critical thinking skills. Each issue is thoughtfully framed with an issue summary, an issue introduction, and a
postscript or challenge questions. Taking Sides readers feature an annotated listing of selected World Wide Web sites. An
online Instructor’s Resource Guide with testing material is available for each volume. Using Taking Sides in the Classroom is
also an excellent instructor resource.

Taking Sides
Taking Sides
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